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for one of our more technical readers, we have a couple more notes to help you out. running the auto-splitter may seem like a daunting process, but it is actually quite simple.
first, we have set up several different file names for us to use. the different ones are for video files of different types. a video file example is
[b]kaffeini-25-2012-01-18-14.mp4[/b]. the one that the auto-splitter converts is [b]kaffeini-25-2012-01-18-14.mp4[/b] and the file path was

[b]c:\users\eve\appdata\local\temp\kaffeini-25-2012-01-18-14. if we were to want to make that file name more user friendly we would remove the
[b]kaffeini-25-2012-01-18-14[/b] part and we would call the file name something like [b]c:\users\eve\appdata\local\temp\b_kaffeini-25-2012-01-18-14. for audio files, we do the
same thing, but we use [b]ka=_=z_\temp-d6fggfd0g8/[b]\[/b]_[b]ka.mp3[/b]. this is a simple way to name files before they are completed. even if we had a problem, we can go
back and edit the file and simply replace the name with a new name. the reason for this is to keep our company safe. whenever we are "testing" something before we complete
it, we are not to blame if something goes wrong, and we are also not "at risk" because it was done on our development computer. in other words, if our development computer
catches on fire, it will not effect our company at all. we just need to have a spare computer for testing so we will not need to worry about backing up the files or editing them

because they are already tested. it's just easier. :) another thing you might be confused about is what happens if you tell the auto-splitter to convert a video file. the video will be
converted to one of four different video formats. in some cases, the video file will be completely changed, in other cases, it will be entirely different. if you get a warning

message, it means that you do not have a compatible video player and are not allowed to see the file or play it back. because of this, it is important to get a compatible video
player.
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we're thrilled to have been interviewed in the rt, "india's oldest and most comprehensive independent news website and online magazine". the 30 minute interview is a
fascinating insight into my background and thoughts as a writer. theres something for everyone here - i hope you check it out! introducing an innovative and unique piece of

software that enables you to create and edit any range of podcasts. this app also allows you to check your podcast files and sort them into various categories for playback. if you
don't already have a wordpress or self-hosted blog, you can use isotope for free. the free version allows you to create one single blog post and one category per project. from the

beginning, you'll know whether a project is worth a full month's investment. want to start a second blog from scratch? just use the plugin. install it and try out the functions on
any of your existing sites. ios users should take note: the stacks of italy ios app is currently at version 2.0.4. a new version is available which includes the new video functionality
of stacks of italy, and the possibility of 'folders'. a future version of the ios app will include the ability to import data from stacks of italy, including friends, places, pictures, videos

etc. penultimate posting is for those who want to become the best weaver they can be. if you love weaving, here are a few tips to help you grow your work. you can dive into
tapestry making, weaving into jewellery, craft projects, surface designs, or even clothes. how about a fairy tale robe in your language or culture? there are a million possibilities!
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